
Help Them Get It 
Identify what trainees struggle with 

Ex: “Concepts are very heavy in certain classes.  People can do steps, but may not know WHY we do it.  
Ensure synthesis of material.  Continue to review throughout the course of class.”  - Trainer 

Ex: “When I can help them and they go, “Ah, I see now,” it energizes me.” –Trainer 

Ex: “Relieve myself of the burden of thinking the course is “everything” and instead bear in mind that it’s 
just the start of the learning process for the trainees.” 

Ex: “Think less about “coverage” and more about “understanding”—i.e., let what is said and done in 
class not be directed by the pressure of “covering everything” and more by the trainees actually 
understanding what’s being presented/demonstrated/practiced.” --Trainer 

Ex: “Come back to the basics and ask: “What am I trying to accomplish in this lesson?  What is the 
primary concept in this lesson?  How can I help the trainee’s understanding so that they can see what I’m 
doing in the most clear, easy method possible?” --Trainer 

Ex: “Try to connect with the class.  If I feel like they are with me, I get much less “bad” drained.” –Trainer 

Concept Objectives 
If it is a concept, then it can be written in one of these formats: 

1. “Explain what it means to…”  

2. “Explain why…”  

3. “Describe the effect of…”  

4. “Describe the difference between <doing something one way> and <doing it another 
way>”  

5. “Explain who can…”  

6. “Describe where <x> is coming from.”  

7. “Explain when <something will happen>”  

8. “Explain when <you would want to do something one way vs. another>”  

9. “Describe what happens when…”  

10. “Describe where/how <a particular action will appear or occcur>”  



Step 1: Summarize what they don’t understand in the real world 

Example Class-- Things they often don’t understand 

1. Connection between HAR, CVG, EAR, EPT - If something has to change, which forms to go to?  
Specifically, how to:  

o Change the guarantor for this encounter 
o Add/edit/remove a coverage for this encounter 
o Inactivate a guarantor account 
o Terminate a coverage vs. delete a coverage 
o Remove a guarantor account 
o Edit guarantor accounts 

 
2. RTE vs. Non-RTE payors - Focus on real time eligibility, manual…coverage - L&D status vs. Reg 

status - When a coverage is set up to send out a real time eligibility query vs. when manually 
building coverage record. 
 

3. Filing order - Knowing HAR is controlling which EAR and CVG’s are sent claims and bills 
respectively vs. Filing order is determining of those coverages who gets claims first.  Also, how 
MSPQ determines filing order. 

Step 2: Write out the answers to what they don’t understand 

Example Class – Answers to things they often don’t understand 

1. Connection between HAR, CVG, EAR, EPT - If something has to change, which forms to go 
to?   

o Change the guarantor for this encounter 
 Answer:  The hospital account information form determines which 

guarantor is used for this specific stay.  The guarantor account form shows 
all guarantor accounts linked to the patient, not just those for this hospital 
stay. 

o Add/edit/remove a coverage for this encounter 
 Answer:  The coverage info form is determining which coverage is used for 

this hospital stay.  I know that because it’s contained within the red 
encounter specific forms. 

o Inactivate a guarantor account 
 Answer:  Because you’re doing 2 steps in 1) (inactivating EAR accts that is 

actually used) and 2) indicating or adding the guarantor account that should 
be used for this stay as well as future encounters. 

o Terminate a coverage vs. delete a coverage 
 Answer: The reason why we terminate is because terminating it will allow 

any claims that used the coverage during the effective date to still get sent, 
whereas if you delete it, it causes a whole bunch of errors that cause 
problems for billing.  Plus, people will delete coverages, but don’t have 



security to add deleted coverages but usually have the ability to reactivate 
terminated ones. 

o Remove a guarantor account 
 Answer:  (If you remove the guarantor accounts instead of inactivate it, the 

charges that were placed have to be placed somewhere.)   
o Edit guarantor accounts 

 Answer: Inactivating a guarantor account for 1 patient doesn’t inactive it or 
change anything for patient B because patient B might still need that 
guarantor account for charges – it might still be active for them. 

2. RTE vs. Non-RTE payors - Focus on real time eligibility, manual…coverage - L&D status vs. 
Reg status - When a coverage is set up to send out a real time eligibility query vs. when 
manually building coverage record. 

o Answer: For the RTE payor, you build the coverage record after you receive an 
eligible RTE response.  For the payor that doesn’t use RTE, you build the coverage 
record immediately. 

o  Answer: You verify the coverage record for a payor that uses RTE through the RTE 
response.  The verification is the RTE response.  If you’re using a payor that doesn’t 
use RTE, you verify the coverage manually through a website or phone call on the 
checklist. 

3. Filing order - Knowing HAR is controlling which EAR and CVG’s are sent claims and bills 
respectively vs. Filing order is determining of those coverages who gets claims first.  Also, 
how MSPQ determines filing order. 

o  Answer: FO = 1: For the charges for this hospital stay, this coverage will receive the 
claim first.  FO =2: Any charges not covered by the first coverage will now be sent to 
the 2nd. 

o  Answer: The guarantor will receive the bill for any charges leftover after insurance 
has paid and the coverage linked will determine which payor(s) gets sent a claim 

o Answer:  When you have multiple coverages attached to the hospital account. 
o Answer:  If Medicare is determined to be a secondary payor, the system 

automatically places the MSPQ in a filing order of 2 or more. 
Write out the benchmark questions that get at those answers 

Example Class: Benchmarks  
Change the guarantor for this encounter 

Benchmark Question: Explain why you change it from the hospital account information form instead of 
the guarantor accounts form.  

• Answer: (The hospital account information form determines which guarantor is used for this 
specific stay.  The guarantor account form shows all guarantor accounts linked to the patient, 
not just those for this hospital stay. 

 
Add/edit/remove a coverage for this encounter 

Benchmark Question: Explain why you change the coverage from the coverage info form rather than 
from the coverages or coverage information form.   



• Answer: (The coverage info form is determining which coverage is used for this hospital stay.  I 
know that because it’s contained within the red encounter specific forms.) 

 
Inactivate a guarantor account 

Benchmark Question: Explain why you would inactivate a guarantor account from the hospital account 
information form (change guarantor button)  

• Answer: (Because you’re doing 2 steps in 1) (inactivating EAR accts that is actually used) and 2) 
indicating or adding the guarantor account that should be used for this stay as well as future 
encounters.) 

 
Terminate a coverage vs. delete a coverage 

Benchmark Question: Explain why you would want to terminate a coverage that was once valid for a 
patient rather than delete it.   

• Answer: (The reason why we terminate is because terminating it will allow any claims that used 
the coverage during the effective date to still get sent, whereas if you delete it, it causes a 
whole bunch of errors that cause problems for billing.  Plus, people will delete coverages, but 
don’t have security to add deleted coverages but usually have the ability to reactivate 
terminated ones.) 

 
Remove a guarantor account 

Benchmark Question Example: Explain why you would want to inactivate a guarantor account that was 
once valid for a patient rather than remove it.   

• Answer: (If you remove the guarantor accounts instead of inactivate it, the charges that were 
placed have to be placed somewhere.)   

 
Editing guarantor accounts 

Benchmark Question: Describe the effect of inactivating the guarantor account for patient A on patient 
B?  

• Answer: (Inactivating a guarantor account for 1 patient doesn’t inactive it or change anything 
for patient B because patient B might still need that guarantor account for charges – it might 
still be active for them. 

 
RTE vs. Non-RTE payors 

Benchmark Question: Explain when you would build the coverage record for a payor that uses RTE vs. 
when you would build the coverage record for a payor that does not.  

• Answer: (For the RTE payor, you build the coverage record after you receive an eligible RTE 
response.  For the payor that doesn’t use RTE, you build the coverage record immediately)  

Benchmark Question: Explain when you would verify the coverage record for a payor that uses RTE vs. 
for a payor that does not.    

• Answer: (You verify the coverage record for a payor that uses RTE through the RTE response.  
The verification is the RTE response.  If you’re using a payor that doesn’t use RTE, you verify the 
coverage manually through a website or phone call on the checklist.) 



 
Filing Order 

Benchmark Question: Describe the effect of having a Filing order of 1 vs. 2  
• Answer: (FO = 1: For the charges for this hospital stay, this coverage will receive the claim first.  

FO =2: Any charges not covered by the first coverage will now be sent to the 2nd.)  
Benchmark Question: Describe the effect of linking a guarantor in a coverage to a hospital account  

• Answer: (The guarantor will receive the bill for any charges leftover after insurance has paid and 
the coverage linked will determine which payor(s) gets sent a claim)  

Benchmark Question: Explain when filing order becomes important.   
• Answer: (When you have multiple coverages attached to the hospital account. 

Benchmark Question: Describe the effect of the MSPQ on filing order.  
• Answer: (If medicare is determined to be a secondary payor, the system automatically places 

the MSPQ in a filing order of 2 or more.) 

  



Find out who doesn’t get it 
Use “Yes/No” Benchmark Sheets 

Example Class: Benchmark Sheet  
Change the guarantor for this encounter 

1. Explain why you change it from the hospital account information form instead of the 
guarantor accounts form.   

 
 
 
 
Add/edit/remove a coverage for this encounter 

2. Explain why you change the coverage from the coverage info form rather than from the 
coverages or coverage information form.    
 
 
 

 
 
Inactivate a guarantor account 

3. Explain why you would inactivate a guarantor account from the hospital account information 
form (change guarantor button)  
 
 
 

 
Terminate a coverage vs. delete a coverage 

4. Explain why you would want to terminate a coverage that was once valid for a patient rather 
than delete it.   

 
 
 
 
Remove a guarantor account 

5. Explain why you would want to inactivate a guarantor account that was once valid for a 
patient rather than remove it.  
 

 
 
 
Editing guarantor accounts 

6. Describe the effect of inactivating the guarantor account for patient A on patient B?  
 

 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 



 
 
RTE vs. Non-RTE payors 

7. Explain when you would build the coverage record for a payor that uses RTE vs. when you 
would build the coverage record for a payor that does not.  
 
 
 
 
 

8. Explain when you would verify the coverage record for a payor that uses RTE vs. for a payor 
that does not.    

 
 
 
 
 
Filing Order 

9. Describe the effect of having a Filing order of 1 vs. 2  
 
 
 
 

10. Describe the effect of linking a guarantor in a coverage to a hospital account  
 
 
 
 

11. Explain when filing order becomes important.   
 
 
 
 

12. Describe the effect of the MSPQ on filing order.  
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 

 

(Yes/No) 
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